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1. Introduction
The production process of a top-antitop pair in association with a Higgs boson provides direct
information on the top-quark Yukawa coupling. Indeed the tree level cross section for this process
is proportional to the square of this coupling. Its precise knowledge is fundamental for verifying
the origin of fermion masses and to test the SM prediction. For these reasons the measurement of
this particular Higgs production mode by the experimental collaborations is one of the goals of the
current run of the LHC. Very recently there has been evidence for the tt¯H production channel with
a first determination of the total cross section by the ATLAS collaboration σ(tt¯H) = 590+160−150fb
[1] for the LHC operating at the energy of 13 TeV. This value is currently in agreement with the
SM predictions. Eventual deviations of the measured cross section from the predicted SM value
could be a hint of new physics. Due to the importance of this process, a long list of calculations
has been performed in the past years to improve its theoretical accuracy. The next-to-leading
(NLO) QCD corrections were first evaluated in [2, 3]. In more recent years NLO QCD corrections
were computed using automated tools and interfaced with Monte Carlo event generators including
parton shower effects [4, 5, 6]. Electroweak (EW) corrections for this process were computed
in [7, 8]. NLO QCD and EW corrections considering the decay of the top quarks and off-shell
effects were obtained in [9, 10]. The resummation of higher order soft-gluon emission corrections
were considered to next-to-leading logarithmic (NLL) accuracy in the production threshold limit in
[11] and to next-to-next-to-leading logarithmic (NNLL) accuracy in the partonic threshold limit (or
“Triple Invariant Mass" kinematics limit) in [12, 13, 14]. Studies of the top-quark Yukawa coupling
in the presence of a pseudoscalar component have been performed in [15] to NLO+NLL accuracy.
The cross sections for the associated production of a top pair with a Z or a W boson were
measured at the LHC at 13 TeV both by the ATLAS [16] and CMS [17] collaborations. The tt¯Z
process is particularly important since it allows one to study the coupling of the Z boson to the
top quark. This measurement tests the SM predictions and eventually constraints beyond the SM
scenarios which predict a deviation from the SM value. Both the tt¯W and tt¯Z processes have
high multiplicity finale states and, for this reason, they are considered background processes in the
search for heavy particles decaying via long chains, such as supersymmetric partners. NLO QCD
and EW corrections to the tt¯W and tt¯Z processes were computed by several groups in [18, 19, 20,
21, 22, 23, 8, 24, 25, 26]. The resummation of soft-gluon emission corrections to NNLL accuracy
matched to NLO calculations were computed in [27, 28, 29].
This talk is based on the following papers [12, 13, 28, 29] and has the purpose to present the
phenomenological impact of the resummed soft emission corrections to the total cross sections
and differential distributions for the tt¯H, tt¯W , tt¯Z production processes at the LHC. We work in
the soft-collinear effective theory (SCET) framework1 in Mellin space. We update some of the
previously published results with the most recent experimental measurements.
2. Factorization and resummation
The associated production of a top pair and a Higgs or a Z boson receives contributions at the
1See for example [30] for an introduction to the effective theory methods.
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lowest order in QCD from the partonic processes
i(p1)+ j(p2)→ t(p3)+ t¯(p4)+H/Z(p5)+X ,
where i, j ∈ {qq¯, q¯q,gg}. X indicates the unobserved partonic final-state radiation. In the case of
the tt¯W process only the quark-initiated channel is present at the lowest order in QCD
i(p1)+ j(p2)→ t(p3)+ t¯(p4)+W±(p5)+X ,
where i, j ∈ q, q¯′: i represents a light up-type quark and j a down-type light quark. We define two
Mandelstam invariants which are relevant for our discussion
sˆ= (p1+ p2)2 = 2p1 · p2 , and M2 = (p3+ p4+ p5)2.
These two quantities coincide at LO, but when real radiation is emitted in the final state, one can
take the ratio of the invariants z≡M2/sˆ and define the soft or partonic threshold region for z→ 1.
We stress that in this limit the final state radiation X can only be soft. The factorization formula for
the QCD cross sections in the partonic threshold limit is the same for all three processes and it was
first derived in [12] for the tt¯H case
σ (s,mt ,mV )=
1
2s
∫ 1
τmin
dτ
∫ 1
τ
dz√
z∑i j
ffi j
(
τ
z
,µ
)∫
dPStt¯VTr
[
Hi j ({p},µ)Si j
(
M(1− z)√
z
,{p},µ
)]
,
where dPStt¯V indicates the reduced treelevel 3-body phase space and V = {H,Z,W}. The symbols
ffi j represent the luminosity functions which depend on the partonic channel. The quantity s is the
square of the hadronic center-of-mass energy and we defined τmin = (2mt+mV )2/s and τ =M2/s.
The hard functions Hi j, which are matrices in color space, are obtained from the color-decomposed
one loop virtual corrections to the 2→ 3 tree-level processes. The soft functions Si j represent the
color-decomposed real emission corrections in the soft limit. They depend on plus distributions in
the z variable as well as on Dirac delta function of argument (1−z). The precise form of the singular
distributions can be found in [12, 13]. The hard and the soft functions satisfy renormalization group
equations (RGE) which are controlled by anomalous dimension matrices Γi jH,S. In order to carry
out the resummation of soft-gluon emission corrections to NNLL accuracy, the hard functions,
soft functions and anomalous dimensions need to be computed up to NLO in αs. The NLO soft
functions and anomalous dimensions were obtained in [27, 12, 13] and are the same for all of the
three processes and they depend on the partonic channel. The hard functions are instead process
dependent and receive contributions only from the one-loop virtual corrections. We evaluate these
color-decomposed one-loop amplitudes by customizing the loop provider Openloops [31] used
together with the library Collier [32]. The NLO hard functions for all the three processes have
been cross-checked numerically by means of a modified version of Gosam [33, 34].
We evaluate the resummation formula in Mellin space by taking the Mellin transform of the
cross section
σ(s,mt ,mV ) =
1
2s
∫ 1
τmin
dτ
τ
1
2pii
∫ c+i∞
c−i∞
dNτ−N∑
i j
f˜f i j (N,µ)
∫
dPStt¯V c˜i j (N,µ) ,
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where f˜f i j and c˜i j are respectively the Mellin transforms of the luminosity functions and of the
product of the hard and soft functions. See for exmaple [13, 28] for more details. The partonic
threshold region z→ 1 corresponds to the limit N → ∞ of the Mellin variable. The hard and soft
functions can be evaluated in fixed order in perturbation theory at scales in which they are free
from large logarithmic corrections. We indicate these scales with µh (hard scale) and µs (soft
scale) respectively and we set their central values to µh,0 =M and µs,0 =M/N¯, where N¯ = NeγE .
It is then possible to solve the RGEs for the hard and soft functions and evolve the hard-scattering
kernel c˜i j to the factorization scale µ f which is the scale at which the parton densities are evaluated.
The expressions for the resummed hard-scattering kernels in Mellin space assume the form
c˜i j(N,µ f )=Tr
[
U˜i j(N¯,{p},µ f ,µh,µs)Hi j({p},µh) U˜†i j(N¯,{p},µ f ,µh,µs)˜si j
(
ln
M2
N¯2µ2s
,{p},µs
)]
,
where the large logarithms of the ratio of the scales µh and µs are resummed by the evolution
functions U˜, which are also matrices in color space. Their explicit expressions can be found in
[13].
3. Numerical results
The NNLL calculations are carried out by means of a in-house parton level Monte Carlo
which is used to evaluate the resummed soft-gluon emission corrections. The NLO predictions are
obtained with MadGraph5_aMC@NLO [35]. We employ MMHT 2014 PDFs [36] to the corre-
spoding perturbative order of the calculation (for fixed-order predictions) and we use NNLO PDFs
for NLO+NNLL results. Our best prediction (NNLL) is matched to fixed order NLO calculations
through the following matching formula to avoid double counting of contributions present in both
computations
σNLO+NNLL = σNLO+
[
σNNLL−σapprox. NLO
]
,
where σapprox. NLO contains the O(αs) leading contributions in the soft emission limit. We
already discussed in the previous section the central scale choices for the hard and soft scales
in the resummed calculations. In addition both fixed order and resummed computations depend
on the choice of the factorization scale. We discussed in detail this scale choice in [13, 28] and
we adopt the dynamical scale µ f = M/2. In fixed order calculations the uncertainty related to
the particular choice of µ f is estimated by varying this scale in the interval µ f ∈ [µ f ,0/2,2µ f ,0].
Resummed results also depend on the scales µh,µs, hence the scale uncertainty is evaluated by
varying separately all three scales around their central values in the interval µi ∈ [µi,0/2,2µi,0] for
i ∈ {h,s, f} and by finally combining them in quadrature (for details see [29]).
Table 1 contains the total cross sections values for the three processes at NLO and NLO+NNLL
accuracy. The latter ones are the main results presented in this talk. By looking at the NLO+NNLL
predictions for the tt¯H and tt¯Z processes we notice that, for this particular choice of the factor-
ization scale, the central value of the cross sections is increased respect to the NLO calculations
while for the tt¯W± processes the central value is slightly decreased. In all three cases the uncer-
tainty bands at NLO+NNLL overlap nicely with the lower accuracy predictions and the central
values fall within the NLO bands. In Figure 1 we graphically compare our theoretical calculations
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pert. order process PDF order σ [fb]
NLO tt¯H NLO 474.8+47.2−51.9
NLO+NNLL tt¯H NNLO 486.4+29.9−24.5
NLO tt¯W+ NLO 356.3+43.7−39.5
NLO+NNLL tt¯W+ NNLO 341.0+23.1−13.6
NLO tt¯W− NLO 182.2+23.1−20.4
NLO+NNLL tt¯W− NNLO 177.1+12.0−6.9
NLO tt¯Z NLO 728.3+93.8−90.3
NLO+NNLL tt¯Z NNLO 777.8+61.3−65.2
Table 1: Total cross section for tt¯H, tt¯W± and tt¯Z production at the LHC with
√
s = 13 TeV and MMHT
2014 PDFs. The default value of the factorization scale is µ f ,0 =M/2, and the uncertainties are estimated
through variations of this scale together with the resummation scales µs and µh.
with the most recent CMS measurements [17] of the cross sections for the tt¯W and tt¯Z processes.
The green cross corresponds to the NLO calculations while the red cross represents instead the
NLO+NNLL calculations, both including scale(s) variation uncertainties. The light red and light
blue bands correspond respectively to the experimental determinations (including statistical and
systematic uncertainties) of the tt¯W and tt¯Z cross sections. We find agreement between the theory
predictions and the measurements considering that PDFs uncertainties are not taken into account
in the comparisons.
In Figures 2 and 3 we present four important differential distributions for the tt¯H and tt¯Z pro-
cesses (similar plots are available for the tt¯W± processes). In particular we compute the invariant
mass distribution of the three heavy particles in the final state, the invariant mass of the tt¯ system,
the pT of the top quark and the pT of the heavy boson. We compare our best predictions to the
fixed-order NLO calculations of the same observable. The central values of the NLO+NNLL re-
sults are slightly larger than the central values of the NLO calculations in all bins. As expected, this
effect is even more enhanced in the tails of the M and Mtt¯ distributions. We also find that the scale
uncertainty is nicely reduced after including the soft gluon resummation corrections. Moreover the
NLO+NNLL error bands are usually contained in the upper part of the NLO uncertainty bands.
This particular feature is common to all of the three processes.
4. Conclusions
In this talk we present recent results on the resummation of soft gluon emission corrections
for the production of a top-quark pair in association with a heavy boson (H,Z,W ) at the LHC.
The resummation was implemented to NNLL accuracy in the partonic threshold limit. Numerical
predictions for the cross sections and the differential distributions were obtained by means of an
in-house parton level Monte Carlo program. We found that the impact on the central value of the
cross sections is moderate for the particular choice of the factorization scale made in this work. In
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Figure 1: Total cross section at NLO (green cross) and NLO+NNLL (red cross) compared to the CMS
measurements at 13 TeV [17] (light blue and pink bands).
addition, the residual perturbative uncertainty of the NLO+NNLL calculations (obtained by varying
the hard, soft and factorization scales) is smaller than the NLO scale uncertainty.
We plan to extend our work in different directions. We are currently working on combining the
most up-to-date QCD predictions (at NLO+NNLL accuracy) together with the EW corrections for
this class of processes. The goal is to obtain the most complete determinations for the total cross
sections and some important differential distributions in the SM. Another interesting extension in
the spirit of [37] would be the inclusion of decay products of the heavy final state particles in the
narrow width approximation. In this way it would be possible to put kinematic cuts directly on the
momenta of the detected particles.
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